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I. Introduction

It is well known that the concept of the Perfect Man (al-insān al-kāmil) and the metaphysical anthropology based on it occupy important places in Ibn 'Arabi's philosophy together with the theory of the unity of existence (wahdat al-wujūd). Due partly to the lack of a coherent system and the loose, fluid character of his terminology, it is extremely difficult to define many technical terms peculiar to his metaphysics. The phrase "the Perfect Man" is not an exception. Although this concept was often discussed in a general way by many previous scholars, nobody has yet made a careful semantical analysis of his writings. Many scholars who treated this concept were influenced by interpretations of various followers of Ibn 'Arabi, such as Jīlī and Jāmī, who tried to systematize his "enigmatic" metaphysics, sometimes at the risk of oversimplification. Very often the concept is identified with the Logos which has in the metaphysics of Ibn 'Arabī many different names: the Muhammadan Reality (al-haqīqa al-Muhammadīya), the Pen (qalam), the Intellect ('aql), the Reality of Realities (haqiqat al-haqiq), etc. Furthermore it is sometimes identified with Muḥammad. To my knowledge, however, Ibn 'Arabī does not apply the phrase "the Perfect Man" either to Muḥammad or to any term signifying the pre-existent Logos. Therefore it is necessary to distinguish his philosophy from those of his later followers and systematizers, and treat each of them separately. Although such people as Jīlī and Jāmī were profoundly influenced by Ibn 'Arabī, they are still individual thinkers who did not simply repeat the philosophy of their master, but developed and elaborated it with their own ideas.

The objective of this paper is to analyze all the uses of the phrase "the Perfect Man" in the Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam, and to elucidate its meanings and special
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connotations from the context.

II. The Perfect Man as Adam

Although the phrase "the Perfect Man" (al-insān al-kāmil) is to be found before Ibn 'Arabī,(7) it is widely accepted that he was the first to use this phrase as a technical term.(8) However, he used this phrase rather infrequently in his works. For instance, it is used only once in the three important treatises of metaphysics edited by H. S. Nyberg.(9) The phrase does not appear at all in the Shajarat al-Kawm,(10) although S. H. Nasr thinks that this treatise is specifically concerned with the idea of the Perfect Man.(11) In his most mature and influential work, the Fusūs al-Ḥikam, the phrase is used only seven times.(12) In four cases out of the seven, the phrase is used in the description of Adam, who symbolizes man; indeed three instances of this phrase occur in the chapter on Adam.

1. Man's relation to the universe is like the jewel's relation to the seal ring (khāțam).(13) The jewel is the place of the engraving (naqsh) and the insignia ('alāma) with which a king seals (yakhtim) his treasure house. For this reason, man is called the vicegerent (khalīfa), for God preserves His creation through him, just as the seal (khām) preserves the treasuries. As long as the king's seal is on them, nobody dares to open them except with his permission. In this way, He appointed him the vicegerent for the preservation of His kingdom [i.e., the universe]. As long as the Perfect Man is in the universe, the universe continues to be preserved. Do you not see that, if he ceases to be and the seal of the treasury of this world (al-dunya) is broken, what He stored in it would not remain in it, and everything which is in it would depart? Each part would be reunited with every other part, and the whole matter would be transferred to the next world (al-ākhira).(14) And he [the Perfect Man] would become the eternal seal on the treasury of the next world.(15)

2. God described Himself as being the Manifest (zāhir) and the Hidden (bāțin), and He created the universe as [constituting] the invisible (ghayb) world and the visible (shahāda) world, so that we can perceive the Hidden with our invisible nature and the Manifest with our visible nature. He
described Himself with [the two opposing attributes of] Satisfaction (ridā) and Wrath (ghadab), and created the universe as the possessor of Fear and Hope, for the universe fears the wrath of God and hopes for His satisfaction. God described Himself as the possessor of [the two opposing attributes of] Beauty and Majesty and created us as the possessor of Awe and Intimacy. He expressed these two [opposing] attributes with His two hands which are used for the creation of the Perfect Man, because he unites the realities (haqa‘iq) of the universe and its individual manifestations.

3. Iblis was [just] a part of the universe, and this synthesis (jam‘iya) [which Adam possessed] did not occur in him. Because of this [synthesis], Adam was the vicegerent. If he were not manifest (zāhir) in the image of Him who appointed him the vicegerent in the universe [literally: in the place where He appointed him the vicegerent], he would not be the vicegerent. And if there were not in him everything required by his subjects (ra‘âyā), over whom he is appointed the vicegerent, — because of their dependency on him, it is necessary that he provide them with everything they need; — he would not be the vicegerent over them. Therefore the vicegerency is fitting only for the Perfect Man. He [God] composed his outer image (sura zāhira) from the realities (haqa‘iq) of the universe and its forms (suwar, pl. of su‘ra), and He composed his inner image (sura batina) in His own image... He [God] is manifest in this way in every existent (mawjud) of the universe according as the reality of that existent requires it.

However, none has the totality (majmu’) which the vicegerent possesses. It is only through the totality that he obtained [his vicegerency].

Furthermore, the phrase “the Perfect Man” in the chapter on Moses is also applied to Adam, therefore this passage can be analyzed together with the above three passages from the chapter on Adam.

4. For this reason, he [the Prophet] said concerning the creation of Adam, who is the exemplar (barnamaj) which unites the descriptions (nu‘ūt) of the Divine Presence (hadra ilāhiya), that is, the Essence (dhāt), the Attributes (ṣifāt), and the Actions (af‘āl), “God created Adam in His image.” And His image is nothing but the Divine Presence. He created in this
noble compendium (mukhtasar), which is the Perfect Man, all the Divine Names and the realities (haqā'iq) of those which exist outside him in the great universe which is separate (munfaṣil) from him. And He made him the spirit (rūḥ) of the universe.(20)

In all the above four quotations, “the Perfect Man” is applied to Adam. Several scholars have noticed the connection between the Perfect Man and Adam,(21) seeing in it the influences of the Gnostic Urmensch, God-Man myth, which Reitzenstein and Bousset exhaustively investigated.(22) That the phrase “the Perfect Man” (teleios anthropos) had been used by some of the Gnostic sects is generally known,(23) yet there are fundamental differences between the Urmensch of Gnosticism and the Perfect Man of Ibn 'Arabi.

First, while the myth of the Urmensch is usually based on the fantastic cosmogonic myth which is widely different from the Scriptures,(24) Ibn 'Arabi's description of Adam as the Perfect Man is closely based on the Qur'an and the Hadith.(25) According to the Qur'an, God determined to create His vicegerent on earth (2/30), and created Adam with His two hands (38/75). However, the angels protested against Him, saying, “Will you place therein one who will do corruption there and shed blood, while we proclaim your praise and call you holy?” (2/30).(26) He taught all the names to Adam. On the other hand, the angels satisfied themselves only with the glorification of God and they lacked the knowledge God conferred on Adam (2/31-33). Therefore God placed Adam over the angels and ordered them to prostrate themselves to Adam (2/34; 15/30; 38/73).(27) These stories are well incorporated by Ibn 'Arabi in his description of the Perfect Man. And the famous Biblical Hadith, “God created Adam in His own image,” is also alluded to several times in the above quotations, both directly and indirectly.(28)

Secondly, the Urmensch myth of Gnosticism is always followed by the myth of the fall of the Urmensch, which expresses the negative, pessimistic attitude toward the universe and the earthly existence of man. For the Gnostics, the earthly man is not the Urmensch, but the fallen man who is imprisoned in the flesh.(29) This is quite contrary to the philosophy of Ibn 'Arabi. For him, the universe has a very positive value. It is also created in the image of God; it is the only means to reach God.(30) The Perfect Man is not the mythic heavenly man of Gnosticism, but the earthly man with a body and spirit. Since this is the most characteristic point in Ibn 'Arabi's theory of the Perfect
Man, we shall discuss this point in more detail.

In Ibn 'Arabi, Adam as the Perfect Man is not the “historical” Adam, that is, the first man, but the symbol of man. It can be said that in all the above four quotations, the Perfect Man, Adam is interchangeable with simple “man”. In other words, when Ibn 'Arabi describes the Perfect Man, Adam, he is in fact speaking of the ontological meaning of human existence. This explains why the phrase “the Perfect Man” does not appear frequently in his works. For instance, the philosophy of man which is very similar to that expressed in the chapter on Adam in the Fusus al-Hikam is also treated in the Insha' al-Dawa'ir and the al-Tadbirat al-Ilahiya. However, in these works, the phrase “the Perfect Man” does not appear at all, instead the generic “man” is used throughout the text.

Let us now examine the meaning of human existence expressed in the above four quotations which contain the phrase “the Perfect Man.” First, Ibn 'Arabi defines man (i.e. the Perfect Man) as the vicegerent of God on earth, as can be seen in the first and third quotations. The implication of the vicegerent is that man is the highest among all the creatures. All other creatures are subjected to him. And their existence depends upon the existence of man. The universe is perfected through him. Indeed he is the ultimate cause of creation. On this point, Ibn 'Arabi usually supports his view with the Qur'anic verse, “He has subjected to you, as a charge from Him, all that is in the heavens and earth.” Man is also called the spirit of the universe and the seal of God's treasury.

The vicegerency of man is said to come from the synthesis (jam'iya) or the totality (majmu'), which among creatures only man possesses. How should we understand “synthesis”? It can be interpreted at two levels. At the first level, man is the synthesis of two opposing qualities, as seen in the second quotation. Man unites the intelligible and sensible worlds in him as the possessor of both the spirit and flesh. This double nature of man is very often emphasized in his anthropology, and it can be said that it is one of the most characteristic features of his thought. For him, the flesh does not have negative value, as opposed to Neo-Platonic or Gnostic thought, but is an indispensable element to the synthesis. However, in the second quotation, it seems that the synthesis is understood as that of two opposing Divine attributes. This synthesis of “two opposing Divine attributes” is closely related to the concept of God as the coincidentia oppositorum. Ibn 'Arabi seems to have accepted
this notion of God from the early Sufi, Abū Saʿīd Kharrāz. According to Kharrāz (as reported by Ibn ʿArabi), God can be understood only as the synthesis of two opposing Names, such as the First and the Last, the Manifest and the Hidden. However, in Ibn ʿArabi the coincidentia oppositorum is not limited to God, but extended to man, because only in man, are all the opposing Names of God manifested.

At the second level, the synthesis is not only that of “two opposing” Divine Names and Attributes, but all the Divine Names and Attributes, and all the realities (haqiq) of the universe, as can be seen in the second and fourth quotations. In the fourth quotation Adam is called the exemplar which unites all the Divine Names (Names of Essence, Names of Attributes, and Names of Actions). The Biblical Ḥadīth, “God created Adam in His image” is interpreted to express this synthesis of the Divine Names in Adam, because His image is nothing but the Divine Presence, i.e., the Divine Names. In order to understand the synthesis on this level, it is necessary to investigate the function of the Divine Names and the realities of the universe in Ibn ʿArabi’s metaphysics.

In Ibn ʿArabi, God as the Absolute Existent is utterly transcendent, having no relation at all with the universe. First, God manifests Himself in the Divine Presence, i.e., the image of God, which consists of the Divine Names, the principle of multiplicity. However, at this stage, the multiplicity has not yet been differentiated. Only through this universe, are the Names of God differentiated. They manifest themselves in this universe as realities, through which all the diverse existents are distinguished from each other. Realities can be best interpreted as “meanings” (maʿāni), or “abstract concepts”. In each existent of the universe except man, the Divine Names are not manifest in their entirety, because no existent has all the realities. (For instance, a dog does not have the reality of wood, i.e., woodness.) However, only in man, are all the Divine Names manifest, because man has all the realities of the universe within him. And because of these realities, man can know all the existents of the universe. Thus the concept of “realities” is closely related to Ibn ʿArabi’s epistemology. Man’s knowledge of the universe through the realities inherent in him is essential to the differentiation of the universe. Ibn ʿArabi seems to think that, if man were not in the universe, a tree would not be even a tree, and a mountain not a mountain. He compares the universe before the creation of man to an unpolished mirror, a kind of materia prima, a soundless, colorless, shapeless world. Only through
man, is the universe polished and able to reflect the image of God. Furthermore, man is compared to the pupil (insān) of the eye through which God sees His creation. The purpose of the creation is God's desire to see Himself outside Himself, and this is only achieved through man. And as can be seen in the first quotation, with man's disappearance from this world and his transference to the next world, this world dissolves into primordial chaos. However, in the next world (i.e., Heaven and Hell) man will exist eternally, and the world will be forever preserved through him.

III. The Perfect Man as Sufi gnostic ('ārif)

We have so far examined the four instances of the Perfect Man in the Fusūṣ al-Hikam. However, the remaining three examples scattered in the book show a different use of this phrase. In this section we shall analyze these three instances one by one.

5. The most amazing thing is that man, that is, the Perfect Man is the highest among existents (mawjūdāt). However, "height" is attributed to man only consequentially (bi al-taba'iya) upon the place or upon the rank, which is the station (manzila). In other words, his height does not belong to his essence (dhat). Man is high because of the height of his place or rank. Thus "height" belongs to the place or to the rank.

Since in the above quotation the Perfect Man is equated to man, it may seem that its usage is same as in the previous section. However, the above text makes it clear that the supreme height of man (discussed in the previous section) does not belong to man essentially, but only consequentially upon his place or rank. Therefore, it is different from the thought analyzed in the previous section, in which "man" is discussed in a general and universal sense; the discussion there is not limited to any particular class of man. However, it becomes clear from the following quotation that in the fifth quotation, only a limited class of man is meant.

6. As for the vicegerents among people, if their height of vicegerency were the height essential to them, then everyone would possess this height. But since it is not general, we know that the height [of vicegerency]
Therefore man's supreme height as the vicegerency of God on earth does not belong to every man essentially, but it is the height which only the chosen ones can acquire consequentially upon the rank they reach. In the fifth quotation, Ibn 'Arabi explains the word "rank" (makānā) with "station" (manzila). "Station" is the technical term peculiar to Sufism. "Manāzil" (pl. of manzila) are the spiritual stations Sufis must pass through on their journey toward God. In other words, the supreme rank of vicegerency for which man is created can only be attained by the Sufis who have achieved the highest spiritual station. In this respect, the Perfect Man can be interpreted not as man in general, but as the chosen few, that is, Sufi saints.

How can this usage of the Perfect Man be then reconciled with the usage in the previous section? The key to this question is provided in the passage which follows immediately the fourth quotation.

7. God subjected (sakhkhara) to him [Adam, the Perfect Man] the higher world and the lower world because of the perfection of his image. Just as there is nothing in the universe which does not praise God (cf. Qur'an, 17/44), so is there nothing in the universe which is not subjected to him because of that [perfection] which the reality of his image gives him. God said, "He has subjected to you, as a charge from Him, all that is in the heavens and the earth." (Qur'an, 45/13). Therefore everything in the universe is kept in subjection (taskhir) to man. Whoever knows this knows this, and he is Perfect Man; whoever does not know this does not know this, and he is Animal Man (al-insān al-hayawān).

First, it should be noted in the above quotation that the Perfect Man is contrasted with the Animal Man (al-insān al-hayawān). This contrast is found several times in the al-Futūḥat al-Makkiyya. In the 'Uqlat al-Mustawfīz, the Animal Man is contrasted with man. Here "man" is used as a synonym of the Perfect Man, as we have already discussed in the first section.

8. Since the Perfect Man exists in the perfect image [of God], he deserves the vicegerency and deputyship of God in the universe. Then let us explain in this section the formation of this vicegerency, his station
We have already seen in the sixth quotation that not every man is vicegerent, and vicegerency is the rank which is achieved by the chosen few. Thus we can conclude that those who attain this height are the Perfect Man and those who do not, the Animal Man.

Secondly, in the seventh quotation, Ibn 'Arabi shows his peculiar paradoxical thinking. Man who knows his supreme ontological status described in the first section is the real subject of this ontology, that is, the Perfect Man; man who is ignorant of his status and value does not deserve to be the subject of this ontology. Such a man does not share the supreme rank of man to whom all creatures are subjected, but his rank is equal to other animals. How can this supreme knowledge which elevates man to the Perfect Man be acquired? The answer can be found in the following quotation, which is the last example of "the Perfect Man" in the Fusūṣ al-Ḥikam.

9. Since the manifestation of God takes various shapes, the heart must also widen or narrow in accordance with the shapes of His manifestation. The heart cannot exceed the shapes of His manifestation, for the heart of a gnostic ('ārif'), that is, the Perfect Man, corresponds to the station (manzila) of the setting (mahall) of the jewel (fass) on the ring; the setting does not exceed the size of the jewel, rather it follows the size and the shape of the jewel. If the jewel is round, the setting is round; if it is square, or hexagonal, or octagonal, the setting is also square, or hexagonal or octagonal.

In the above quotation, it is clear that the Perfect Man is not man in general, but the Sufi gnostic ('ārif'), the possessor of the divine Gnosis (ma'rifa). Here, the heart of the gnostic is compared to the setting of the jewel, and the jewel to the manifestation of God in various shapes. Then how should we understand this divine manifestation?

After the eighth quotation, Ibn 'Arabi refutes the commonly held view that God manifests Himself in accordance with the predisposition (isti'dād) of
man, and supports the view that man receives the manifestation of God by transforming his heart in accordance with the shapes of His manifestation. Furthermore, in order to reconcile these two opposing views he introduces the two types of manifestation: invisible (tajallī ghayb) and visible (tajallī shahāda).

Through the first manifestation the predisposition is given to the heart. This is the manifestation of the Divine Identity (ḥūwīya). Thereafter God manifests Himself in various visible shapes.

The first manifestation (i.e., that of the Divine Identity) should be interpreted through Ibn 'Arabi's doctrine of the "unity of existence" (wahdat al-wujūd). This is the manifestation of God's Absolute Existence, and does not contain any multiplicity and differentiation. The existence of God is immanent in all existents equally. In this respect, man is not superior to any other existent in the universe.

The second manifestation is that of the Divine Names. In this manifestation, God manifests Himself in various shapes of the universe according to the latent predisposition of each existent. In other words, the Divine Names manifest themselves as the realities of the existents in the universe. In the case of man, God manifests Himself in his heart as the God created in his belief (al-Ḥaqq al-makhluq fi al-i'tiqād). It means that man knows and sees God in one of the Divine Names peculiar to him. This God is in reality his own self reflected in the mirror of Divinity. However, if one believes only in the God created in his belief, he cannot be said to be the synthesis of all the Divine Names, because he restricts the infinite possibilities of the manifestation of God to one particular shape, and denies His manifestation in other shapes.

10. He who restricts God [to the God created in his belief] denies Him in other beliefs, affirming Him only when He is manifest in his own belief. He who does not restrict Him thus does not deny Him, but affirms God in every shape of His manifestation, worshipping Him in His infinite shapes, since there is no limit to the shapes in which He manifests Himself.

God is manifest in every created being and in every concept. The gnostic ('ārif') is the one who sees God in everything, and worships Him in the infinite shapes of His manifestation.
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11. For the gnostic ('ārif) God is the one known who is never denied ... For this reason, He says, “for those who have the heart (qalb)”, (Qur'an, 50/37), i.e., those who know the shapes of the transformation (taqallub) of God by changing (taqlīb) his heart into [many] shapes. (65)

Ibn 'Arabī contrasts the heart with the intellect ('aql) as an instrument to know God. (66) The latter restricts and tries to define God within the framework of the God created in belief. It is the instrument used by theologians and philosophers. But the heart of the gnostic accepts every shape of God’s manifestation by changing its shape. In this way, the totality of the Divine Names is manifest in him. As we have seen in the first section, this totality, that is, the synthesis which Adam, the Perfect Man possesses, characterizes human existence, and gives man the rank of the vicegerent of God on earth. On the other hand, those who limit God’s manifestation to one particular shape, that is, to one particular Divine Name, cannot be said to realize this synthesis. In this respect, they are not different from animals. Only Sufi gnostics, who see the manifestation of the Divine Names in every existent of the universe, can be called man in the true sense of the word. And the Perfect Man signifies this true sense of the word “man”, that is, the synthesis of the Divine Names, the vicegerent of God over all the creatures. In other words, this metaphysical, ontological idea of man, that is, the Perfect Man discussed in the first section, is embodied only by Sufi gnostics.

Notes


Affifi says that there are no less than twenty-two terms which Ibn 'Arabi uses to designate the pre-existent Logos, and gives eighteen examples of such terms, including “the Perfect Man.” (Mystical Philosophy, p. 66.)

Already Sa’d al-Din Sa’id Farghani, who was a disciple of al-Qinawi, considered the Perfect Man equivalent to the Muhammadan Reality or the Reality of Realities. (Chittick, “Perfect Man,” p. 137). Affifi (Mystical Philosophy, pp. 66–101) and S. H. Nasr (Three Muslim Sages [Cambridge, Mass., 1964], pp. 110–11) identify the Perfect Man of Ibn ‘Arabi with the Logos, and discuss it under the headline of the Logos doctrine.

This identification is explicitly stated by Jili in the al-Insan al-Kamil fi Ma’rifat al-Awakhir wa al-Awa’dil (Cairo, 1970), II, 72. R. Arnaldz in his article, “al-Insan al-Kamil,” in the EI² confuses the concept of the Muhammadan Reality with the Perfect Man. After quoting from the al-Futuhat al-Makkiya (I, chap. 6) the passage relevant only to the Muhammadan Reality, since the phrase “the Perfect Man” does not appear there, he concludes: “Thus the Perfect Man, the archetype of the universe and humanity, is not Adam but Muhammad.”

The phrase appears in pseudo-Plutarch’s Fi A’ra’i al-Tabi’iya (H. Daiber, Actius Arabus, Die Vorsokratiker in Arabischer Überlieferung [Wiesbaden, 1980], p. 92.) However, the phrase is not used as a technical term. The possible Isma’ili origin of the phrase is discussed by Muṣṭafā-al-Shaybi in the al-Sila bayna al-Tasawwuf wa al-Tashayyu’ (Cairo, 1969), pp. 464–65.


These are the Insna al-Dawā’ir, the ‘Uqlat al-Mustawfiz, and the al-Tadbirdt al-Ildhiya, all edited in Nyberg’s work cited supra, n. 1. The phrase occurs in the al-'Uqlat al-Mustawfiz, p. 45. The passage is translated infra, pp. 94–95, Quotation 8. See also infra, n. 53.


Nasr, Muslim Sages, p. 166, n. 66.

In my previous article mentioned above, I counted eight occurrences by including the pronoun which stands for the Perfect Man in the last sentence of the first quotation.

Further below in this quotation, man is compared to the seal (khatm) which protects the treasure house, i.e., the universe. However, here man is compared to the jewel (fass), and the universe to the seal ring (khātām or khatim). “Fass” is a precious stone on which the name or the insignia of the owner is engraved. Thus the two things (the jewel and the seal) to which man is compared are related. However, since the two things (the ring and the treasure house) to which the universe is compared are different, the two pairs of comparisons should be considered separately. As for the first pair (i.e., the jewel and the ring), Jami comments as follows: “Just as the jewel makes the ring perfect, and its absence makes the ring imperfect, so man makes the universe perfect and his absence makes the universe imperfect.” (‘Abd al-Rahmān Jāmī, Sharh ‘alā Fusūs al-Ḥikam, in the margin of al-Nābulusī’s commentary, Sharh Jawāhīr al-Nusūṣ [Cairo, A. H. 1304], I, 29).

“The next world” (al-akhira or al-dar al-akhira) and “this world” (al-dunya or al-dar al-dunya) should not be confused with “the higher world” (al-‘ālam al-qāl) and “the lower world” (al-‘ālam al-asfāl). For instance, in the seventh quotation (infra, p. 94) the latter terms are used. While the higher world corresponds to the intelligible world, that is, the Divine Presence, the next world means Paradise and Hell. This world continues to exist only for a limited period of time. After the disappearance of this world, God will create the next world, which will continue to exist forever; cf. Ibn ‘Arabi, al-Futuhat al-Makkiya (4 vols; Beirut, 1968), I, 123. Therefore in this passage there is no implication of the salvation of fallen man, such as is found in Gnostic myths.


Qāshānī comments on “these two attributes” as follows: “i.e., two opposing (mutaqābi-
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(17) Fusûs, p. 55.
(18) It means that some Divine Names manifest themselves in every existent in the universe as realities (haqa'iq) in accordance with its latent predisposition. See infra, p. 92; p. 96.
(19) Fusûs, p. 55.
(20) Ibid., p. 199.
(22) R. Reitzenstein, Poimandres. Studien zur griechisch-ägyptischen und frühchristlichen Literatur (Leipzig, 1904); W. Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis (Göttingen, 1907).
(25) It does not mean that imaginative cosmogonic myths are lacking in Ibn 'Arabi's writings, but it simply means that the phrase, "the Perfect Man," does not occur in these myths.
(26) The angels' dissatisfaction at God's decision and their protest are interpreted by Ibn 'Arabi in the Fusûs, pp. 50-51.
(27) The angels' prostration before Adam is one of Ibn 'Arabi's bases for his view that man is the highest among all the creatures. At the beginning of the Insha' al-Dawa'ir (p. 4) he says that he wrote this treatise to his friend to explain to him the high rank (martaba) which his friend occupies in existence and his high dignity (sharaf) — so much so that even the angels humbled themselves by prostrating before him.
(28) This Hadith also furnishes the basis for his epistemology. See my paper, "The Homo Imago Dei Motif and the Anthropocentric Metaphysics of Ibn 'Arabi in the Insha' al-Dawa'ir," Orient, XIII (1982), 111-128.
(29) The myth of the fall of the Urmensch also has as its counterpart the ascent and the salvation of fallen man. Because Ibn 'Arabi's theory of the Perfect Man lacks the myth of the fall, it also lacks this soteriological aspect. The Perfect Man is not the Mahdi nor Jesus who will appear near the End of Time. Therefore L. Massignon's identification of the Perfect Man with the Mahdi in his article, "L'homme parfait et son originalité eschatologique," Eratos Jahrbuch, XV (1947), 287-314, is irrelevant as far as Ibn 'Arabi's theory is concerned.
(31) For instance, the creation of Eve from Adam and their expulsion from Eden are not mentioned in the description of Adam as the Perfect Man.
(33) The verse is cited in the seventh quotation (infra, p. 94) and in the proem of the Insha' al-Dawa'ir (p. 4). This verse together with the story of the angels' prostration to Adam provides the Qur'anic basis for his doctrine of man's superiority over other creatures. See supra, n. 27.
(34) "He made the human formation (nasha' insânga) the spirit of the universe, and made all the species of the universe like the members of the body to this controlling spirit. If this
man is separated from the universe, the universe will die." (Futūḥāt, II, 468).

(35) “He is man, both temporal and eternal, the continuous and everlasting formation, and the dividing and unifying word.” (Fusūs, p. 50); “God united His two hands for [the creation of] Adam only to honor him. For this reason, He said to Iblis, “What prevents you from prostrating to one whom I created with My two hands?” (Qur'an, 38/75). What prevents him is the very fact that Adam unites two images (ṣūratayn), that is, the image of the universe and the image of God, and these two are the two hands of God.” (Fusūs, p. 55); “Man consists of two copies (nuskhatani), that is, the outer (ẓāhir) copy and the inner (batin) copy. The outer copy corresponds to the universe ... and the inner copy corresponds to the Divine Presence.” (Inshā', p. 21). Ibn ‘Arabi’s anthropology can be compared with that of Gregory of Nazianzus, who says, “I am small and great, lowly and high, mortal and immortal, earthly and heavenly. The one condition I share with the world below, the other with God, the one with the flesh, the other with the spirit.” (Orationes, 7. 23, quoted by Anna-Stina Ellverson, The Dual Nature of Man, A Study in the Theological Anthropology of Gregory of Nazianzus [Uppsala, 1981], p. 17.)
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